National Survivor Network Statement on the sentencing of Cyntoia Brown

The National Survivor Network organized the March on Nashville this Saturday, bringing survivors from across the country together for this direct action — and Black Lives Matter Nashville, NAACP, and the Neon Guard. One of our members testified on her behalf and one personally trained the Kardashian’s on HT — and advocated for their financial support.

We stand with the other organizations like Black Lives Matter, Southern Poverty Law Center, the Sentencing Project, Colors of Change, Highlander Center, the Me Too Movement, Survivor Replenished, Neon Guard, NAACP, Nashville 10, Fisk University Students, Peke Nashville, individual survivors who showed up and even Senator Gilmore of Tennessee. This was a huge collaboration that couldn’t have been accomplished without the efforts of everyone involved. It is one small win in a long battle for Social Justice Reform.

All of this to say: #SurvivorsDidThat #CollectivePower #PeoplePower NOW!! #Clemency4Alexis in OHIO!!